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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Energy Ventures Analysis, Inc. (EVA) was asked to review the Green River Wind Farm Phase 1 
Decommissioning Plan that had been prepared for the applicant by Sargent & Lundy Consulting 
(S&LC) that explains RMT Energy's decommissioning estimate. If this plan was found to be 
unrealistic, EVA was to prepare an independent decommissioning cost estimate that would more 
closely approximate current decommissioning cost. 

Our review found that the S&LC/RMT Energy report was unrealistic that resulted in vastly 
underestimating current decommissioning cost by more than $19 million. The Green River Phase 
1 project as proposed represents a very large future financial risk to return this site to pre-project 
conditions. These decommissioning costs should continue to change in the future as scrap market 
values change, construction labor costs escalate and local disposal costs rise with increased 
regulation and reduced remaining landfill capacity. EVA recommends that these future 
decommissioning financial and market risks should be assigned to the project developer and not 
to the local community through issuance of a project performance bond for a pre-described 
decommissioning scope of work defined by the local zoning board and issued by a highly rated 
bonding company. 

A brief description of our major findings are described below and documented in this report. 

The Green River Wind Farm Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan prepared by S&LC is merely a 
narrative supporting RMT Energy's 4/30/2012 demolition cost estimate (Appendix A). S&LC 
provided no independent engineering cost estimates but merely compares it to select other wind 
farm constructor's decommissioning estimates. RTM Energy is a wind farm constructor (Appendix 
B), but has no listed experience in decommissioning, demolition, disposal or salvage activities. 
The cost to take down the nacelle, hub and towers are likely to be known to wind farm 
constructors and are unchallenged and used in EVA's own estimate. However, the RTM Energy 
4/30/2012 estimate uses undocumented cost estimates, provides unrealistic salvage values, not 
available in Lee or Whiteside County, and assumes a very limited scope of work (e.g. no demo of 
access road or buried power lines). The applicant's decommissioning report does not even 
include the metal recovery sizing costs, debris loading costs and Lee County landfill disposal cost 
fees for foundation concrete, blade disposal, non-metal disposal or realistic values for foundation 
removal , road or foundation land reclamation. There is no disclosed explanation for the values 
prepared by RMT Energy or divulged by S&LC. 

As such, the applicant's Green River Wind Farm Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan is 
inappropriate for financial or governmental decision-making. An independent decommissioning 
cost estimate was therefore required. 

To develop its independent decommissioning cost estimate, EVA conducted a site-specific and 
comprehensive cost estimate that was based on current local scrap prices (Dixon Iron and Metal 
in Dixon, IL as well as Cimco Recycling Ottawa in Ottawa, IL); Lee County landfill dumping fees, 
used transformer values from ELSCO Transformers of Cincinnati, OH1

. Local aggregate firms 
were contacted to determine if the removed used road gravel had salvage value2

. No surveyed 
firm was interested in the used road gravel. 

1 Elasco Transformers was not interested in purchasing either the wind turbine transformers or the master primary 
transformer (MPT) as their voltages, size were unique and had little resale value. This meant they had to be scrapped. 
2 St. Mary's Cement of Dixon, IL, Prairie Material-Aggregate Yard 112 of Dixon, IL; Rock River Ready Mix of Dixon, IL; 
and quarry operator Northwestern Illinois Construction Company 
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The 2012 R.S. Means Building Construction Cost Data 10th Annual Edition was used to 
estimate various other decommissioning costs including cost of preparing wind turbine 
components, loading the metal or non-metal material for landfilling, cost to disassemble 
components for disposal or scrap, foundation removal, backfill and landscaping. As for used 
gravel disposal, both landfill disposal and local stockpiling were evaluated. 

The EV A cost estimate is provided in five tables as listed below: 

• Table 1. Decommissioning Cost Known to Wind Turbine Contractors and Items With 
Insufficient Details to Make Independent Demolition Estimates 

o Estimate: $7,658,150 

• Table 2. Estimate of Net Metal Scrap Value 
o Net Back: ($2,482,592) 

• Table 3. EV A's Estimate of Non-Metal Disposal Cost 
o Estimate: $815,721 

• Table 4. Foundation Removal and Foundation Land Reclamation 
o Estimate: $10,995,843 

• Table 5. Road Removal and Road Land Reclamation 
o Estimate: $2,512,200 in a local surface stockpile of about 20 acres (likely) 

or $8,968,900 if used gravel is forced to use the Lee County Landfill 
(unlikely) 

The amount of scrap (280 tons steel) and access road length (128,000 ft.) mentioned in the 
Sargent and Lundy Consulting and RMT Energy decommissioning report was used for this cost 
estimate. The local board should recognize that these estimates may change with the selection of 
turbines and completion of detailed project designs. 

Below is a comparison of the Sargent and Lundy and RTM Energy demolition cost analysis and 
EVA's independent analysis. It shows EVA's analysis has an estimated demolition liability of the 
RMT Energy demolition estimate of $20,202,079 for EVA vs. $174,550 for RMT Energy. 
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Comparison of RMT Energy Sargent & Lundy vs. EVA's Demolition Cost Analysis 

f /a 1J1..J1-- 1"..v "t m EVA's Independent 
RMT/Energy Demolition Analysis Based on 

Cost Estimate as Local Salvage and 
Reviewed and Landfill Cost and R.S. 

Commented by Sargent Means Cost Estimates 
& Lundy for Demolition Cost 

(See Appendix A) (See Tables 1 to 5) 

Total Demolition Cost Less Road Removal $10,367,750 $19,469,714 
and Road Land Reclamation (see Tables 1, 3 and 4) 

Net Salvage Value of Metals and Transformers ($10, 119,200) ($2,482,592) 
(see Table 2) 

Net Total Cost for Demolition Less Road $174,550 $16,987,122 
Removal and Road Land Reclamation 

Road Removal and Road Land Reclamation Assumed to be not $2,512,200 
required as landowners (see Table 5) 
would likely keep roads. 

Estimate 3 County Liability at Current Prices $174,550 $19,499,322 

Lee County Ratioed Estimated Liability $111,345 $13,223,678 
59 or 87 turbines or 67 .8% at Current Prices 

As shown, the potential financial liability to return the site to pre-project levels is estimated to 
exceed $19 million at current prices. In the future, this financial liability will change as scrap 
market values change, construction labor costs escalate and local disposal costs rise with 
increased regulation and reduced remaining landfill capacity. EVA recommends that these future 
decommissioning financial and market risks should be assigned to the project developer and not 
to the local community. Given future costs may change, the only assured approach is through 
issuance of a project performance bond for a pre-described decommissioning scope of work 
defined by the local zoning board and issued by a highly rated bonding company. This will shift all 
future cost risk changes to a third party and not the local community. 

fl . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. A performance bond should be obtained for the complete and full demolition of all aspects 
of the Green River Wind Farm Phase I and updated annually. A bond company will require 
the facility to be designed with "as built" drawings and will do or require detailed analysis by 
the owner or by the bonding company themselves before the bonding company risk their 
bond money. 

2. If a performance bond is not obtained, a $25 million demolition bond which includes a 
+25% contingency should be obtained and escalated and renewed annually for the entire 
project and divided by ratio to the three counties involved. The cost of the bond will be 
priced at the bond company's perceived risk each year in negotiation with Green River 
Wind Farm Phase J. 

3. If any road removal is not to be done, the owner should commit themselves or any 
subsequent owner, that removal and/or maintenance of the road will be at their or the 
subsequent owners cost with no governmental cost and aid. 

4. If any single wind turbine has not generated saleable electricity in a 12 month period and is 
not repaired and used to generate saleable electricity in the subsequent 12 months, it 
should be decommissioned in this second 12 month period. This is to prevent partial decay 
of the wind farm and the postponement of decommissioning of the entire wind farm. If this 
clause is not included, the wind farm could keep one of 87 wind turbines running to delay 
full decommissioning. 



EVA'S DECOMMISSIONING ESTIMATE FOR GREEN RIVER WIND FARM 
PHASE I 
EVA has segmented their Green River Wind Farm Phase I decommissioning estimate into five 
areas and EVA supports those areas in the five subsequent tables (i.e., Tables 1 through 5). 
Also, the basis of EVA's estimate is further supported by Appendices A through J, which contain 
the basic information used to prepare the tables. Additionally, EVA has provided photographs of 
wind turbine blades and wind turbine tower segments being transported and sample photographs 
of cranes used for erection and demolition to illustrate the magnitude of these items in Appendix 
K. 

Decommissioning Cost Known To Find Turbine Contractors and Items with 
Insufficient Details to Make Independent Demolition Estimates 

There are certain demolition costs that are essentially reverse erection of the wind turbines, hub, 
blades, nacelle and tower that should be known to the wind turbine constructors such as RMT 
Energy cost estimate per Table 1 Item I for $6,770,350. EVA is absence of an exact plan and 
schedule of deconstructing the wind turbines and placing them on the ground for preparation of 
the wind turbine components for size reduction, loading on site and transport to a metal scrap or 
recycle facility has not challenge these 4/30/2012 RTM Energy pre-detailed design costs. 

Also a series of cost per Table 1 Item II for $887,800, EVA did not challenge these 4/390/2012 
RMT Energy estimates for items that insufficient details are available to make independent 
estimates. 

The Sargent and Lundy Consulting did not do any independent engineering estimates or detailed 
calculations on these RMT Energy estimates. EVA used the $7,658, 150 total of these items in its 
estimate. 
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Table 1. Decommissioning Cost Known To Wind Turbine Contractors and Items with 
Insufficient Details to Make Independent Demolition Estimates 

Cost 
I. Decommissioning Cost Known To Wind Turbine Contractors 

1. Mobilization/Demobilization/Rental $2,784,000 
2. Mobilization/Demobiliation of Subcontractor $870,000 
3. Remove WTG From Foundations $2,088,000 
4. Crane Pad Building $178,350 
5. Insurance and Overhead $850,000 

$6,770,350 

11. Insufficient Details to Make Independent Est for Demolition 
1. Removal of Transformer, Pad, etc. $435,000 
2. Removal of Junction Boxes, etc. $56,550 
3. Teardown of MPT $30.750 
4 . Removal of Switchyard, etc. $120,000 
5. Removal of Buildup $55,000 
6. Removal of Deadend Structures $73,000 
7. Removal of Foundation/Cable $70,000 
8. Removal of O&M Building $36,500 
9. Removal of Met Tower $11,000 

$887,800 

Ill. Total RMT/Energy Estimate Unchallenged $7,658,150 

,, 



EVA's Estimate of Net Metal Scrap Value 
EVA did not use some internet salvage value of steel or copper or transformers. There are 
various specifications of scrapped steel as to size, purity, contamination, steel type, need to 
separate metal and non-metal components. 

In preparation of Table 2, EVA contacted two metal scrap yards/recyclers for their actual prices. 
The two firms were Dixon Iron and Metal in Dixon, IL (Lee County) and Cimco Recycling Ottawa in 
Ottawa, IL (La Salle County). Both could handle 20-25 ton tower segment bolts that are pure steel 
either galvanized or painted. Dixon Iron and Metal price was $165/ton and Cimco Recycling 
Ottawa price was $175/ton. These verbal quotes were obtained between July 16 and 23, 2012. 
The Dixon Iron and Metal is the likely scrap yard because the Cimco Recycling Ottawa had higher 
price at the yard was offset by the high cost of transportation to their yard. 

Dixon Iron and Metal does not pay for raw clean copper prices for motors/generators, 
transformers that they have to disassemble, sort the metals by type, clean and especially with 
copper needs the insulation on the copper wire removed. There rough estimate for a 35 ton 
generator with 3,000 lbs. of copper was $7,500 and for other motor/generators/transformers was 
about $0.26 per pound. 

ELSCO of Cincinnati, who purchases used transformers, reconditions them and resells them were 
not interested in purchasing the single wind turbine transformers suggested by Siemens 2.3 MW 
turbines (Appendix E) or the master primary transformer (MPT) as these step-up transformers are 
unique to wind farms and have no near-term or future value on the used resale market. Thus, the 
transformers were valued at scrap value. 

The scrap value in Table 2 estimates the net salvage value as received by the scrap yard less 
trucking, disassembling or torching on site, and the cost to load the scrap onto trucks. The net 
metal salvage is estimated at current prices $2,482,592. Scrap prices can change up or down 
and the net salvage value should be revisited by the bonding company annually to reflect their 
financial risk. 



Table 2. EVA's Estimate of Net Metal Scrap Value 

Dixon Iron 
and Metal Per Turbine Truck Costto Cost to Load 

7/20/12 Verbal Received Delivery Disassemble at Wind Farm Net Scrap 

Scrap Amounts Quote<4> Scrap Value Cost<'> orTorch(Gl Crew B-12N171 Value 

L Turtine Metal 

A. Rotor60 Tons<'l.<3> 

1 . Hub Iron/Steel 40 tons $165/ton $6,600 $400 $1,000 $2,305 $2,895 
(2 trips) 

2. Blades 20 tons - -

B. Nacelle 82 Tonsc1>·<2> 
1. Gear Box, Transmission, 35 tons $165/lon $5,775 $400 Nil $2,305 $3,070 
Brakes (2 trips) 

2 Generator 35 tons $7 ,500/each $7,500 $200 Nil $1'153 $6,147 
(1 trip) 

3. Noll-Metal 12 tons - -

c. Tower/Bolts<2> 

1. Tower 205 tons $165/ton $33,825 $4,000 $5,000 $1 1,525 $13,300 
<10 trios) 

D. Subtotal per Turbine 280 tons $53,700 ($5,000) ($6,000) ($17,288) $25,412 

E. Subtotal per 87 Tt.rllines 24,360 tons $4,671,900 ($435,000) ($522,000) ($1 ,504,056) $2,210 ,844 

II. TransformersiMiscellaneous 
A. Turbine Transformer 7.48 tons 

1. Sheet Steel 3.1 tons -
2. Core Steel 1.6 tons 6 .3 tons $3,276 at $66 Nil $768 $2,442 
3. Core Copper 1.6 tons _ $0.26/#(g} (3 trips) 

4. Oil 1.15 tons 

B. Subtotal per 87 Turbines $285,012 ($5,742) Nil ($66,816) $212,454 

C. Master Primary Transfonner 120 tons $62,400<101 $800 Nil ($2 ,305) $59,294 
' (MPT) $0.261# {4 trips) 

D. Miscellaneous (in above - - - - -
Section 0 

E. Subtotal oer 87 Turbines $347.412 ($6 542) Nil ($69,121) $271 748 

Ill. Total Salvaae Value $5,019,312 ($441,542) ($522,000) ($1,573,177) $2482,592 

(1) Siemen's wind turbine specs for a SWT2-3-93 2.3 MW win<:f turbine (Appendix C). 
(2) EVA sprrt of components weights based on literature and prelious analysis for the yet to be selected or designed ...;rnJ tulbines for Green RhierWind Farms Phase I. 
(3) rower and boll sleet based on RlM Energy's sal...age dairn of 280 tons steel (in Awendix A), less ti.lb and nacelle steel estimates. This catwlates out to a tovier 

height of :;.275 ft based on about 0. 75 tons of steel per fool. 
(4) Verbal quote on 7/23/12 from Dixon Iron and Metal In Dixon, IL (Lee County) based on estimated quantities reduced to under 25 tons and 50 reet size. 
(5) eased on special low boy flat bed trucks at $400/day for truck , flat bed, dnl.<lr and fuot with sufficient axel and axel spacing to not harm rural roads. 
(6) Estimated cost lo ha-e plasma torch equipment, labor, fire safety equipment (to prewnt fteld/forest fires) and material to perimeter cut tOINCr stool to truckable sizo 

(under 50 ft under 25 tons). 
(7) R.S. Means estimate IOr dally loading crew and equipment to loa<l 25 tons onto truclts (AppendlX 0). 
(8) Based on Siemens Transformer specificatlOllS for a 2.3 MW lnd\idual Wind T~ne (Appenduc E). 
(9) Per ELSCO Transformers of Cincinnati, OH who by end sell used transformers, there is no market now or foreseen for this size and type of unique transformer. They 

are not buying these transformers. Thus they will likely be used as scrap. Dixon ~on and Metal will pay about 26 cents per pound for mixed stool and copper equipment. 
This assumes tha transformers are copper wound and not aluminum wound wiring. 

(10) This estimate is based on ratio of •used" cost to scrap in footnote 6 and 9 as ELSCO Trenslonmers is not Interested in buying the type and size of Master Primary 
Transil<mers (MPl) as they are unlque to ...;nd turbine fanns. 
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EVA's Estimate of Non-Metal Material Disposal Costs 
RMT Energy did not address the disposal cost of the non-metal components, namely the carbon 
fiber blades; nacelle non-metal materials fiber glass/insulation/etc.; and transformer and 
transmission oils. Leftover paints, WD 40, cleaning chemicals, acid, etc. are assumed to not be 
accumulated . However, these items are commonly found in the scrap. 

The Lee County Landfill was contacted for their disposal charges. They charge $900 for a 20-ton 
load of acceptable waste. 

The estimated cost to prepare cut and grind the blades and non-metal nacelle on-site. the cost to 
load the prepared non-metal waste. and to truck to the landfill were added to the disposal cost. 
An estimated cost of non-metal material disposal cost is $815,721 per Table 3. 



~ ~ 

rr. 
Landfill 

{i~ Item Amount Site Process Cost Trucking Cost To Load Dumping Cost 

tC 
"< 1. Blades 20 tons $4,371.50/3 blades!1l $200 ( 1 trip) $51.00 3/day<1

> $900(2) 

(Crew B-7) (Crew B-10-U) ·;' 

(,) 

=· 
,- 2. Nacelle Non-Metal 12 tons $1,452.60(1

) $200 ( 1 trip) $51 .00 3/day<1
> $450 

'" 
(Crew Q-20) (Crew B-10-U) 

3. Transformer and Transmission 500 gal $1,200 = 12 barrels $50.00 Nil $450 
Oils @ $100/barrel 

;, 

ro 

4. Cost per Turbine $7,024.10 $450 $102 $1,800 

5. Cost for 87 Turbines $611,097 $39,150 $8,874 $156,600 

(1) RS Means estimate per Appendix F. 
(2) Lee County landfill charge at $900 per 20 ton load per Appendix G. 
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Total Cost 

$5,542.50 

$2,153.60 

$1,700.00 

$9,376.10 

$815,721 
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Foundation Removal and Foundation Land Reclamation 
The RMT Energy foundation removal was $543,750 with another $30,450 for backfill, no cost for 
concrete debris disposal or no cost for land reclamation such as topsoil or seeding. The RMT 
Energy estimate is undocumented and incomplete. 

EVA's estimate in Table 4 is $10,995,843. The largest cost component is the breaking apart of 
the about 550 ton foundation with heavy concentration of likely large diameter reinforcing bar 
steel. This estimate assumes that a hydraulic hammer, backhoe and front end loader will be 
used. Other non-blasting methods would be much more expensive. 

Table 4. Foundation Removal and Foundation Land Reclamation 

Item Amount 

1. Foundation Remova 1<1> 550 tons or cubic 
yards per tubine. 

2. Excavation for Foundation 20 cu yds @ 300 ft 
Removal Haul 

3. Backfill Foundation and 570 cu yds 
Excavation 

4. Landscraping/Seeding/Cleanup 2,500 sq yd 
(1/2 acre} 

5 Subtotal per Turbine 

6. 87 Turbine Cost 

(1) Typical 2.3 MW Wind Turbine Foundation in Appendix H. 
(2) R.S. Means Cost Estimate Basis in Appendix I. 

Cost Basis 

$133/cu yd<2l 
(Crew 8-38) 

$13.85/cu yd<2> 
(Crew B-10W) 

$1 . 79/cub yd(2l 
backfill 

Crew B-10-B 
plus 

$13.48/cu yd(2> 
sheepfoot 

compaction 
Crew B-10-D 

$5.27 

$7.35/sq yd<2
> 

Topsoil Placement 
Crew 6 -10-5 Plus 

$3.54/sq yd(2l 
Beeching 

Crew B-14 

$10.89/sa vd<4l 

(3) $400/day trucking and 3 loads/day at 133.33 / 25 tons= S2,933 for trucking. 
(4) See Appendix G. 

i: ro1gy \/ e1~ i..; ·'!.~ /"'-.r a :1.: 

Trucking Cost to 
cost per Lee County 

Foundation Landfill 

$73, 150/turbine $2,933/turb ine<3> 

$277 /turnine Nil 

$3,004/turbine -

$27 ,225/!urbine -

$103,656 $2,933 

$9,018,072 $255, 171 

Eauals 

Landfill Dumping 
Cost 

$19,800/turbine<4> 

Nii 

-

-

$19,800 

$1,722,600 

$10,995,843 



Road Removal and Road Land Reclamation 
Sargent and Lundy Consulting report assumes no road removal or road land reclamation with a 
simple statement on page 3 of 15 of Appendix A of their report "but all access roads will remain". 
Further on page 7 of 15 of Appendix A, they rationalize this by stating "access roads will not be 
removed unless individual landowners request removal. It is our expectation that most 
landowners will request the access roads remain since the owners often grow to rely on them 
during the life of the project." However, EVA believes road removal will increase the available 
planting area and harvest so many owners may request they be removed. 

However, these general assumptions are not supported by owners request or owners' acceptance 
of all maintenance and removal responsibility once the project is over. Per Table 5, this could be 
between $2,515,200 and $8, 164,980 removal cost burden to the local community. 

The landowners or the project owners need to take full responsibility for any road maintenance or 
removal cost by bond or individual owner or subsequent owner assurance. 

Various likely firms were contacted to see if they would be interested in the used gravel (say 1.5" 
by 4"). The firms contacted included Rock River Ready Mix of Dixon, IL; Prairie Material
Aggregate Yard 112 of Dixon, IL; St. Mary's Cement of Dixon, IL; and quarry operator 
Northwestern Illinois Construction Company of Lee County. No firm was interested in the used 
gravel. Northwestern Illinois Construction Company sells finished gravel of this size at $6.75/ton. 
Costs for taking, transport, washing and resizing the used gravel with clay/soil contamination is 
likely far greater than its market value. Transportation to Dixon would be over $10/ton for the 
used contaminated gravel. It is of little current value. Quarry operator Bob Arnold of 
Northwestern Illinois Construction Company suggested a nearby surface stockpile may be a 
cheap way to handle this unwanted used gravel. Thus if zoned and permitted this approach may 
hold the used gravel in case some unforeseen use arises. This approach would cost about 
$2,512,200. If the used contaminated gravel has to be landfilled at the lee County Landfill the 
removal cost would be $8, 164,980. 

Thus road removal and road land reclamation is too important and costly to ignore without the 
wind farm owners or the landowners taking full financial responsibility. 



Table 5. Road Removal and Road land Reclamation 

Quantities Cost Basis Total Cost 

1. 128,000 feet of gravel at +15 wide and Gravel Removal @ $2.40/sq $511,200 
18" deep assumed or 213,000 sq yds yds at 18" based on R.S. 
107,000 tons (or cu yds) gravel plus - Means 32-11 '-23.23 -0.304 
27 ,000 tons base day times 1 .5 for 18" (less 
134,000 tons . material cost) . 

2. Area to be reclaimed under road 
(15 ft x 128,000 feet) 

1,920,000 ft2 or Land Reclamation $356,000 
213,000 sq yds or 44 acres @ $10.89/sq yd 

.. (see Table 4) 
3. Area of ditches or shoulder to be 74 acres 

reclaimed (10 ft x 128,000 ft) 

1,288,000 tt2 or 
143,000 sq yds or 30 acres 

4. Geotech fabric (Typar) to be removed } Geotech Removal $0.18/sq $387,000 
and disposed @ 2, 150,000 sq yds yd R.S. Means 32-11-23.23 

$6,000 less material cost. 

5. Trucking to landfill 0.375#/ft2 or Geotech transport to landfill $16,000 
1 .5 #/sq yd or 1613 tons of Geotech 80 loads @ $200/trip 
Fabric 

6. Landfill Dumping Cost of Geotech Geotech dumping cost $72,000 
Fabric 80 loads @ $900/load 

7. Purchase 20 acre site for surface $300,000 
stockpiling of used gravel (20 acres x 
$15,000/acre) 

8. Fencing/site drainage/security etc. $200,000 

9. Trucking to surface stockpile location $670,000 
(4 trips@ $400/day at 20 tons each) 

10. Total $2,512,200 

Note: If zoning for a 20-acre local used gravel surface stockpile is not obtained the cost to use the Lee 
County Landfill would be $8, 164,980. (' .· ~ JSt . .t r c:... 
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